
Word Classes
Read the extract below. Use this key to choose your colours, then find as many words as you 
can which belong to each class.

Word Class Colour

common nouns

verbs

adjectives

Ever since Mr Rivers told me that I’d got the lead part in our school play, Robin Hood: 
Superstar!, I’d dreamed about opening night. Whenever I was stuck on a tricky maths 
question or drifting off in assembly, my mind would wander to the moment when I would 
step out on stage in front of a hundred wide-eyed, gaping-mouthed kids and parents, and 
belt out my first solo number:

I’m Robin Hood – superstar!
I steal from the rich to give to the poor.

But now that the moment had arrived, I had the jitters. This made it very hard to put my 
costume on.
“Ash?”
I pulled on my green leggings, only to realise that one leg was inside out and twisted 
round and very uncomfortable.
 “Ash…”
I tried to tie my laces, but they ended up looking like balls of spaghetti.
“Ash!”
I tried to balance my feathered cap on my head, but somehow it fell off and rolled under the 
art trolley.
“Earth to Ash.” A grubby hand waved in front of my face. “Are you ready? Everyone’s waiting 
to go on.”
That’s when I realised that the classroom was empty.

Extract from the Twinkl Originals KS2 story ‘Under the Lights’

Find and copy one conjunction from the text.                                                                         

Find and copy one preposition from the text.                                                                         

Find and copy one pronoun from the text.                                                                             
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Word Classes Answers
Read the extract below. Use this key to choose your colours, then find as many words as you 
can which belong to each class.

Word Class Colour

common nouns

verbs

adjectives

Ever since Mr Rivers told me that I’d got the lead part in our school play, Robin Hood: 
Superstar!, I’d dreamed about opening night. Whenever I was stuck on a tricky maths 
question or drifting off in assembly, my mind would wander to the moment when I would 
step out on stage in front of a hundred wide-eyed, gaping-mouthed kids and parents, and 
belt out my first solo number:

I’m Robin Hood – superstar!
I steal from the rich to give to the poor.

But now that the moment had arrived, I had the jitters. This made it very hard to put my 
costume on.
“Ash?”
I pulled on my green leggings, only to realise that one leg was inside out and twisted 
round and very uncomfortable.
 “Ash…”
I tried to tie my laces, but they ended up looking like balls of spaghetti.
“Ash!”
I tried to balance my feathered cap on my head, but somehow it fell off and rolled under the 
art trolley.
“Earth to Ash.” A grubby hand waved in front of my face. “Are you ready? Everyone’s waiting 
to go on.”
That’s when I realised that the classroom was empty.

Find and copy one conjunction from the text. Ever/since/whenever/or/when/and/but

Find and copy one preposition from the text. in/on/in front of/out/round/off/under

Find and copy one pronoun from the text. me/I/our/my/this/it/they/you/everyone/that
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Word Classes
Read the extract below. 

Use this key to choose your colours, then find 
as many words as you can which belong to  
each class.

Word Class Colour

common nouns

verbs

adjectives

adverbs

proper nouns

prepositions

Ever since Mr Rivers told me that I’d got the lead part in our school play, Robin Hood: 
Superstar!, I’d dreamed about opening night. Whenever I was stuck on a tricky maths 
question or drifting off in assembly, my mind would wander to the moment when I would 
step out on stage in front of a hundred wide-eyed, gaping-mouthed kids and parents, and 
belt out my first solo number:

I’m Robin Hood – superstar!
I steal from the rich to give to the poor.

But now that the moment had arrived, I had the jitters. This made it very hard to put my 
costume on.
“Ash?”
I pulled on my green leggings, only to realise that one leg was inside out and twisted 
round and very uncomfortable.
“Ash…”
I tried to tie my laces, but they ended up looking like balls of spaghetti.
“Ash!”
I tried to balance my feathered cap on my head, but somehow it fell off and rolled under 
the art trolley.
“Earth to Ash.” A grubby hand waved in front of my face. “Are you ready? Everyone’s 
waiting to go on.”
That’s when I realised that the classroom was empty.

Extract from the Twinkl Originals KS2 story ‘Under the Lights’

Find and copy one conjunction from the text.                                                                         

Find and copy one pronoun from the text.                                                                              

Can you write a sentence with the word ‘tie’ as:

…a noun?                                                                                                                     

…a verb?                                                                                                                       
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Word Classes Answers
Read the extract below. 

Use this key to choose your colours, then find 
as many words as you can which belong to  
each class.

Word Class Colour

common nouns

verbs

adjectives

proper nouns

adverbs

prepositions

Ever since Mr Rivers told me that I’d got the lead part in our school play, Robin Hood: 
Superstar!, I’d dreamed about opening night. Whenever I was stuck on a tricky maths 
question or drifting off in assembly, my mind would wander to the moment when I would 
step out on stage in front of a hundred wide-eyed, gaping-mouthed kids and parents, and 
belt out my first solo number:

I’m Robin Hood – superstar!
I steal from the rich to give to the poor.

But now that the moment had arrived, I had the jitters. This made it very hard to put my 
costume on.
“Ash?”
I pulled on my green leggings, only to realise that one leg was inside out and twisted 
round and very uncomfortable.
“Ash…”
I tried to tie my laces, but they ended up looking like balls of spaghetti.
“Ash!”
I tried to balance my feathered cap on my head, but somehow it fell off and rolled under 
the art trolley.
“Earth to Ash.” A grubby hand waved in front of my face. “Are you ready? Everyone’s 
waiting to go on.”
That’s when I realised that the classroom was empty.

Find and copy one conjunction from the text. Ever/since/whenever/or/when/and/but                                                        

Find and copy one pronoun from the text. me/I/our/my/this/it/they/you/everyone/that                                                                   

Can you write a sentence with the word ‘tie’ as:

…a noun? e.g. I straightened my tie and retrieved my cap from under the trolley. 

…a verb? e.g. I managed to tie my laces after the third attempt.                                            
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Word Classes
Read the extract below. Use this key to choose your colours, then find as many words as you 
can which belong to each class.

Word Class Colour Word Class Colour
nouns proper nouns
verbs prepositions

adjectives pronouns
adverbs conjunctions

Ever since Mr Rivers told me that I’d got the lead part in our school play, Robin Hood: 
Superstar!, I’d dreamed about opening night. Whenever I was stuck on a tricky maths 
question or drifting off in assembly, my mind would wander to the moment when I would 
step out on stage in front of a hundred wide-eyed, gaping-mouthed kids and parents, and 
belt out my first solo number:

I’m Robin Hood – superstar! 
I steal from the rich to give to the poor.

But now that the moment had arrived, I had the jitters. This made it very hard to put my 
costume on.

“Ash?”

I pulled on my green leggings, only to realise that one leg was inside out and twisted round 
and very uncomfortable.

“Ash…”

I tried to tie my laces, but they ended up looking like balls of spaghetti.

“Ash!”

I tried to balance my feathered cap on my head, but somehow it fell off and rolled under the 
art trolley.

“Earth to Ash.” A grubby hand waved in front of my face. “Are you ready? Everyone’s waiting 
to go on.”

That’s when I realised that the classroom was empty.

Extract from the Twinkl Originals KS2 story ‘Under the Lights’

What word class is left over, after everything else is coloured in?                                          

Can you write a sentence with the word ‘dress’ as:

…a noun?                                                                                                                     

…a verb?                                                                                                                       
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Word Classes Answers
Read the extract below. Use this key to choose your colours, then find as many words as you 
can which belong to each class.

Word Class Colour Word Class Colour
nouns proper nouns
verbs prepositions

adjectives pronouns
adverbs conjunctions

Ever since Mr Rivers told me that I’d got the lead part in our school play, Robin Hood: 
Superstar!, I’d dreamed about opening night. Whenever I was stuck on a tricky maths 
question or drifting off in assembly, my mind would wander to the moment when I would 
step out on stage in front of a hundred wide-eyed, gaping-mouthed kids and parents, and 
belt out my first solo number:

I’m Robin Hood – superstar! 
I steal from the rich to give to the poor.

But now that the moment had arrived, I had the jitters. This made it very hard to put my 
costume on.

“Ash?”

I pulled on my green leggings, only to realise that one leg was inside out and twisted round 
and very uncomfortable.

“Ash…”

I tried to tie my laces, but they ended up looking like balls of spaghetti.

“Ash!”

I tried to balance my feathered cap on my head, but somehow it fell off and rolled under the 
art trolley.

“Earth to Ash.” A grubby hand waved in front of my face. “Are you ready? Everyone’s waiting 
to go on.”

That’s when I realised that the classroom was empty.

Extract from the Twinkl Originals KS2 story ‘Under the Lights’

What word class is left over, after everything else is coloured in? determiners

Can you write a sentence with the word ‘dress’ as:

…a noun?: e.g. My friend arrived, wearing her Maid Marion dress.

…a verb?: e.g. If I had known how much effort it would be to dress up, I wouldn’t have  agreed.
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